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C. Avramescu studied in [2] the existence and properties of convergent
solutions to perturbed linear systems of the form

( I ) a' = A(t)x + f(t, x) ,

where A(t) is a continuous n x n matrix and f(t, x) a continuous w-vector-
valued function.

Hallam [3] studied the problem of the maintenance of the convergence
properties of solutions to the nonlinear equation

(Π) y> = A{t,y)

under the effect of a perturbation term F(t, y). Hallam made extensive
use of Alekseev's formula [1], which can be applied only if the function
A{t, u) is continuously differentiate with respect to u. The author studied
in [6] the asymptotic relationship between the system (II) and the system

(III) xf = A(t, x) + F(t, x)

in the case in which A(t, u) is not necessarily differentiate with respect
to u. Our purpose here is to study, by means of our considerations in
[6], the convergence properties of the system (III) in connection with the
unperturbed system (II)

In Section 1 we give some definitions and preliminary facts. In Sec-
tion 2 we study the convergence properties of systems of the form (III).
In Section 3 we give a theorem, which ensures the existence of convergent
solutions of the system (III) with F{t, x) = G{t, x)x, where G is a continuous
n x n matrix.

We note here that the present method can be applied equally well in
admissibility problems and problems concerning the existence of periodic,
or almost periodic solutions.

1. Let CtQ, to ̂  0 be the space of all continuous %-vector-valued func-
tions on the interval [t0, + <χ>). By C*o we denote the space of all func-
tions in CtQ, which are bounded on [t0, + oo), under the norm

11/11, = sup {||/(ί)||},
ί [ ί + )
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where || || is the Euclidean norm in Rn. Cι

tQ will be the space consisting
of all functions in Cίo, which have a finite limit as t —> + oo. The space
CtQ is a Frechet space if its topology is that of the uniform convergence
on compact subintervals of [t0, +00). The spaces CJ0, C\Q are Banach spaces.
For x e d0, let lx = l i m ^ x(t). A set Ka Cι

H is compact if and only if it
is uniformly bounded, equicontinuous and "uniformly convergent" in the
following sense: for every ε > 0 there exists δ(e) > 0 such that \\x(t) — lx || <
ε, for all t > δ(e) and all x e K. For a proof of this statement the reader
is referred to Avramescu [2]. For a matrix A(t, x) = (ai3-(t9 x)) on [t0, + 00) x
Rn, i, j = 1, 2, , n, we put \\A(t, x)\\ = max ί f i | α y(ί, α?) |. By SΓ0, r > 0
we denote the ball {/; / e CJ0, | | / | | 6 ^ r}. We also make use of Tychonov's
fixed point theorem as quoted in Hartman's book [4]:

"Let L be a linear, locally convex, topological, complete Hausdorff
space. Let M be a closed, convex subset of L and T:M-+M be a con-
tinuous operator such that the closure of TM is compact. Then T has
a fixed point in M."

For the system (III) we suppose that A, F are ^-vector-valued func-
tions, which are defined and continuous on R+ x Rn, where R+ = [0, +oo).
By a solution of a system of the form (III) we mean any function x e Ch

(= the space of all continuously differentiable f e Ct), which satisfies (III)
on the interval [t0, +°°) . The number tQ will depend on the particular
solution under consideration. By x(t, t0, x0) we denote a solution of (III),
which passes through the point (ί0, x0) at time t0. A solution of the system
(II) will always be denoted by y = y(t, ί0, y0).

The following definitions of convergence are given by Avramescu in
[2].

( i ) System (III) is said to be "convergent" if l i m ^ x(t, ί0, x0) = lx(t0, x0)
exists and is finite for each (ί0, x0) e R+ x Rn.

(ii) System (III) is said to be "equi-convergent" if it is convergent
and to each triple ε > 0, a ^ 0, ί0 ^ 0 there corresponds a function Γ(ί0, α, e)
such that

for every ί > Γ(ί0, α, ε) + ίo> and every xQ with ||ajo|| ^ α.
(iii) System (III) is said to be "equi-uniformly convergent" if it is

equi-convergent and T does not depend on t0.
(iv) System (III) is said to be "coalescent" if it is convergent and

lz(0, x0) is a constant.
(v) The solutions of (III) are said to be "uniformly bounded" if for
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each a ^ 0, ί0 ^ 0 there exists a function β(a) ^ 0 such that \\x(t, t0, xQ)\\ ^
β(a) whenever ||a?0|| ^ a and t ^ ί0.

2. Our first result guarantees the existence of convergent solutions
x(t, ί0, α?o) of System (III) for any (ί0, x0) e [0, + oo) x Rn provided that this
is true for the system (II).

THEOREM 1. Assume that y — y{t, t0, Vo) is a solution of (II) and

(i) I | A ( £ , O - A(t,vt)\\£q{t, I I ^ - ^ H )

/or every t^>tQ and every vίf vzeRn, where q: [tQ, + oo) x [0, + oo)—>
[0, + oo) is continuous such that

liminf (1/ri) Γsupg(ί, ||w||)dί = 0

(ii) lim (1/n) ί°° sup ||F(ί, y + w) ||dί = 0 .

ίfeerβ exists a solution x(t, t0, x0) of the system (III), for any
(to,xo)e[to, + oo) x R\

PROOF. Given (t0, x0) e [t0, + °°) x Rn, the conditions (i), (ii) imply the
existence of an n0 such that

(1) \l*o-Vo\\ + \j\A(t,y + f) - A(t,y)\\dt + \~\\F(t, y + f)\\dt ^ n0
Jί0 Jί0

for any function / e SfQ°. Now, consider the operator T:SfQ° —• Sς° with

i/(s) + /(«)) - A(8, y(s))]ds

+ (>(β f y(s) + f{s))ds .

To show that the ball £ °̂ is closed w.r.t. the topology of uniform
convergence on compact subintervals of [t0, + oo), let fneSf0° be such
that fn—*f€C?Q uniformly on every compact subinterval of [?<>, + °°)
Then, since l i m _ \\fn{t) \\ = \\f(t) \\ and \\fn{t) \\ ̂  n0, it follows that
\\f(t)\\b ̂  n0, which shows our assertion. Now let /»,/eSζ° be as above.
Then from (2) we obtain

Tfn - Tf\\b £ Γ| | A(s, y(s) + fn(s)) - A(s, y(s) + f(s)) \\ds

\\F(s, y(s) + /.(β)) - F(s, y(s) + f(s)) \\ds .\

Since the integrands in the right-hand member of (3) are bounded by the
integrable functions
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sup q(t, \\u\\) and sup \\F(t, y + u)\\
l l«i l£2« 0 l l«ll£«o

respectively, it follows from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem
that limn_^ \\Tfn - Tf\\b = 0. The rest of the proof of the fact that T
has a fixed point in Sτo° follows as in Kartsatos [5] and we omit it here.
Let (Tv)(t) = v(t), te[t0, + oo). Then putting x(t) = v(t) + y(t), we obtain
x(tQ) = x0 and the theorem is proved.

COROLLARY 1. Assume that System (II) has a solution y(t, tQ9 x0) for
every (t0, x0) e [0, + oo) x Rn such that l i m ^ y(t, ί0, x0) — ly(t0, x0) and it is
known "a priori" that if x(t, ί0, x0) is a solution of System (III), then it
is unique with respect to the initial condition x(t0) = x0. Then, provided
that the hypotheses of Th. 1 are satisfied for every solution y(t, ί0, xQ) of
the above type, System (III) is convergent.

PROOF. It is evident that the solution x(t, ί0, x0), guaranteed by Th.
1, has a finite limit as t—>+ oo, because l i m ^ v(t, ί0, 0) exists and is
finite, where v(t, ί0, 0) = x(t, ί0, x0) — y(t, ί0, a?0)

In what follows in this section, the systems (II), (III) will be supposed
to have unique solutions with respect to any initial conditions (ί0, x0) e
[0, + oo) x Rn. The next theorem ensures equi-convergence for System
(IΠ).

THEOREM 2. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 1, assume further
that the systems (II), (III) are uniformly bounded and that System (II) is
equi-convergent. Then System (III) is equi-convergent.

PROOF. Let hk{t) = max^H^ \\F(t, u)\\, t :> 0. Since the Systems (II),
(III) are uniformly bounded, it follows that for every a > 0 there exists
a function β,(a) ^ 0, (β2(a) ^ 0) such that

( 4 ) \\x{t, ί0, a>o) 11 ̂  &(α) for ||a?0|| ^ a and t ^ ί0 ,

(l|y(«, *o, »o)ll ^ iS.(α) for Hί/oll ^ α and t ^ ί0) .

Let x(t, ί0, a?0), ?/(ί, ί0, a?0) be two fixed solutions of (III), (II) respectively,
which satisfy (4). Then for β(a) = β^a) + βz(a) we have

( 5 ) \\x{t, t0, a?o) - »(«, ίo, »o)II ^ iβ(α) for ί ^ ί0 .

Now let g(ί, α) = supn.,,^^, q{t, \\u\\),t ^ 0. Then it follows from (i)
of Th. 1 that

6 ) [q(t, a)dt < + oo .
Jo

Since System (II) is equi-convergent, for every ε > 0, a ^ 0, t0 ^ 0, there
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exists a function ϊ\(£0, a, ε) such that 11y{t, ί0, x0) — ly(t0, xo)\\ < ε/3 for every
t > T^ίo, α, ε) + t0 and every xQ with 11 a?011 <̂  α:. Let ε > 0 and fix a as
above. Since by Corollary 1 System (III) is convergent, l i m ^ x(t, t0, x0) =
ί*(*o, #o) exists and is finite (the limit lz(tQ, x0) does not depend on x(t) but
we use this notation in order to distinguish from the limit of y(t, ί0, x0)).
Moreover, for t ^ t0

S t

[A(s, x(s)) - A(s, y(s))]ds
*0

+ Γ JP(S, x(s))ds .

Taking the limit as t —> + oo in both sides of (7), we obtain

( 8 ) l.(ί0, a?0) - l,(t0, Xo) = [°[A(s, x(s)) - A(s, y(s))]ds + ( > ( s , x(s))ds

which, combined with (6) and (7), yields

( 9 ) | | | x(t, ί0, χo) - h(t, «o, «o) 11 - I i y(t, ί0, «o) - UK

S oo r oo

^ ( s , α)ds + I hβl(a)(s)ds ,

where £ ̂  t0. Let Γ(ί0, α, ε) ^ 2\(ί0, α, ε) be such that

g(s, a)ds < ε/3 , 1 hβlla)(s)ds < ε/3

for every t ^ Γ(ί0, α, ε) + ί0. Then, for t > Γ(ί0, α, ε) + ί0, (9) implies

(10) ||α?(ί, ί0, a?o) - i.(«o, »o) I K ll»(ί, ί0, »o) - «̂ (*o, »o) II + 2ε/3 < ε ,

which proves the equi-convergence of System (III)

COROLLARY 2. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 1, assume further
that the systems (II), (III) are uniformly bounded and that the System (II)
is equi-uniformly convergent. Then the System (III) is equi-uniformly
convergent.

The proof is the same as that of Th. 2. T is now independent of ί0

since so is 2\.
We show now that the conditions on A in Th. 1 prevent System (II)

from being coalescent.

THEOREM 3. If A satisfies (i) of Th. 1, then System (II) cannot be
coalescent.
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PROOF. Suppose that System (II) coalesces at the point y^, and con-
sider the integral equation

(11) v(t) = ξ - j"[A(s, v(s) + y(s)) - A(s, y(s))]ds ,

where y(t, 0, y0) is a fixed solution of (II) and \\ξ\\ > 0. By the method
used in Th. 1 (cf. also Kartsatos [6]) it can be shown that (11) has a
solution v = v{t, ί0, v0) defined on [0, + oo) and such that limt_^v(t) = ξ.
Letting z(t, 0, z0) = v(t, 0, v0) + y(t, 0, yQ), we obtain l i m ^ z(t, 0, z0) = ξ + ?/«„
a contradiction to coalescence.

3. In this section we study systems of the form

(IV) x9 = A(t, x) + G(t, x)x ,

where the n x n matrix G is defined and continuous on [0, + oo) x Rn.
We first give a theorem concerning the existence of solutions of (IV) in
Cι

t0. By Sι

t>; we denote the ball {/; fe Cι

h and | | / | | 6 ^ r}.

THEOREM 4. Assume that for each f e C{0, ίAβ system

(IVf) u'

α unique solution u(t, ί0, i^) G CJ0, i(;Λβre 6̂0 is α fixed vector in Rn.
Moreover, assume that

(i) ||G(ί, / ) | | ^ p(t) for every (ί, /) e [ί0> + oo) x Cί0, where p is con-

S oo

p(t)dt < + oo
h

(ii) lim inf (1/ri) Γ sup 11 A(ί, %) 11 dt = 0

i, ίfcere eα isίs a solution x(t) of the system (IV) which belongs to
the space Cι

tQ.

PROOF. Let T be the operator which assigns to each function / e Cι

tQ

the unique solution ueCι

tQ(u(t0) = uQ), of the system (IVf). We first show
that there exists a ball Sϊo

n° such that T(Sι

t'o
n°) c Sι

t'o
n°. In fact, assume

that this is not true. Then there exists a sequence {fn}9 n = 1, 2,
such that Λ e Sί;% and || Γ/w||6 > %. Putting ^ w = Tfn we obtain

(12) wn(ί) = uo+\ G(s, fn{s))un{s)ds + (' A(8, fn(s))ds ,

which implies

(13) 11 i*Λί) || ^ llwoll + [ || G(8,Λ(β)) | | | |^(8) ||dβ + Γ \\A(s,fn(s))\\ds .
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An application of Gronwall's inequality in (13) implies

(14) \\un(t)\\^(\\u0\\-\

or

KJUpdl + ±\ s u p
Ύi/ L IV If/ i ί 0

From inequality (14) we obtain liminf^^ \\un\\/n = 0, a contradiction. To
show that the set TB(B = Sίjn°) is equi-continuous, let t', t" be two points
in [t0, + CXD) with ί" ^ ί'. Then we obtain

(15) ||M.(ί") - un{t')\\ <L Γ\\G(s,fn(s))\\\\un(s)\\ds
Jί'

Γ S U P II^fe ^) \\ds

J t ' l!«||^t»o

()
Jί'

The rest follows as in [5] and we omit it here. Now let Xn = l i m ^ un(t).
Then we have

(16) K = uo+ \~G(t,fn(t))un(t)dt + \~A(t,fn(t))dt ,

and, consequently,

(17) \\un(t) - λ j | ^ ^ojj|G(8,Λ(s))||ds + j j | A(s,fn(s))\\ds

P(s)ds + 1 sup 11 A(s, u) \ \ds .
ί Jί ||tt||^n0

It follows from (17) that TB is a uniformly convergent family. Since
TB is bounded, equicontinuous and uniformly convergent, it is compact
in C\Q. To show that T is continuous, let l i m ^ \\fn - f\\h = 0,fn,feB.
Since the set T2? is compact, there exists a subsequence {w }̂ of {un = Tfn}
such that lim^oa \\ukn — w||6 = 0, where w is an element in TB. Now since
the sequence G(t, Λn(ί))w*n(ί)ι ^-(^ /*»(*)) converge pointwise to
and A(ί,/(ί)) respectively, and

II G(t, fkβ))ukn(t) - G(t, f(t))u(t) || ^

^ 2 sup

and application of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem shows that
Tf = u. Since we could have started with any subsequence of {Tfn}
instead of {Tfn} itself, we have actually shown that every subsequence of
{Tfn} contains a subsequence converging to Tf. This proves the continuity
of the operator T. By Tychonov's theorem, T has a fixed point in Sl*"",
and this proves the theorem.
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REMARK. Assume that the perturbation F{t, x) in System (III) is
continuously differentiable with respect to x. Then this function satisfies

(19) F(t, x) = G°(ί, x)x + F\t, x)

where Fϊ(t, x) = Fi(t, xu x2, , x^u 0, xi+1, , xn) and G° is a diagonal
n x n matrix, whose diagonal elements are given by

(20)

Thus, Theorem 4 holds for systems of the type (III) with perturbations
like (19), under suitable assumptions on the functions G°u(t, x), F (t, x). Th.
1 holds if we interchange the limit conditions on the integrals in (i) and
(ii). However, the conditions were imposed only in order to guarantee
that for some n0, TS?° c Sro° It is evident that they can be avoided if we
are only interested in the existence of solutions for all large t, provided
of course that the functions q(t, \\u\\), F(t, y + v) are eventually uniformly
bounded by integrable functions depending only on t and (ί, y) respectively.

Analogous remarks can be made for Theorems 4 and 5.
The author wishes to express his thanks to the referee for his helpful

suggestions.
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